A new method of isotope enrichment and separation: preferential embedding of heavier isotopes of Xe into amorphous solid water
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In this paper, we examine a new method for isotope separation involving the embedding of atoms and molecules into ice. This method is based upon isotope dependent embedding, i.e., capture, in a cryogenic matrix which exhibits excellent single-pass enrichment as demonstrated successfully for selected isotopes of Xe. This is a totally new method that holds significant promise as a quite general method for enrichment and purification. It is based upon exploiting the energetic and momentum barriers that need to be overcome in order to embed a given isotope or isotopologue into the capture matrix, initially amorphous ice. From our previous experiments, we know that there is a strong dependence of the embedding probability with incident momentum. Using supersonic molecular beam techniques, we generated Xe atomic beams of controlled velocities, relatively narrow velocity distributions due to supersonic expansion, and with all of the entrained isotopes having identical velocities arising from the seeded molecular beam expansion. As we had postulated, the heavier isotope becomes preferentially absorbed, i.e., embedded, in the ice matrix. Herein we demonstrate the efficacy of this method by comparing the capture of $^{134}$Xe and $^{136}$Xe to the reference isotope, $^{129}$Xe. Enrichment of the heavier isotopes in the capture matrix was 1.2 for $^{134}$Xe and 1.3 for $^{136}$Xe greater than that expected for natural abundance. Note that enriched isotopic fractions can be collected from either the condensate or the reflected fraction depending on interest in either the heavier or lighter isotope, respectively. Cycling of these single-step enrichment events for all methods can lead to significantly higher levels of purification, and routes to scale-up can be realistically envisioned. This method holds significant promise to be quite general in applicability, including both atomic isotopes or molecular isotopologues across a wide range of particle masses spanning, essentially, the periodic table. This topic has profound implications and significant potential impact for a wide-variety of isotope-based technologies in the physical and biological sciences, medicine, advanced energy and energetic systems, including isotopically-purified materials that exhibit high-performance electronic and thermal characteristics, as well as isotopically purified spin-free materials for use in quantum information science platforms.

Introduction

Proposals for separating and enriching isotopes came about almost immediately after isotopes were discovered. In 1919, Lindemann and Aston examined a vast array of possible methods including fractional distillation, chemical separation, gaseous diffusion, gravitational and centrifugal separation, along with separation of positive ions with electric and magnetic fields. Their early analysis concluded that isotopes “must be separable in principle though possibly not in practice.” One of the first industrial processes was the electrolytic production of D$_2$O, of interest as a moderator for a nuclear pile.

At the same time, the Manhattan Project was developing methods for enriching $^{235}$U from a mainly $^{238}$U feedstock by a combination of electromagnetic methods and gaseous diffusion. Centrifugation of UF$_6$ was also explored, but not employed at the time. In practice, fractional distillation, gaseous diffusion and magnetic sector mass spectrometers (Calutrons) were all used on an industrial scale to enrich $^{235}$U. Gaseous diffusion, distillation and gas centrifuges exhibit small isotopic separation effects that are overcome through large-scale installations where many separation stages are performed in sequence. Alternatively, a variety of laser-based techniques exist that are capable of separating isotopes to a much higher degree, but require ionization or excitation of the target isotope; illustrative examples include atomic vapor laser isotope separation (AVLIS) and techniques such as magnetically activated and guided isotope separation (MAGIS).
Another recent method was demonstrated in the Sibener labs based upon the spatial and temporal separation of isotopes using gas-surface atomic diffraction. Today, isotope separation and enrichment underpins advanced technologies in a wide variety of fields, including isotopic labeling in the life science, the use of radio-isotopes in medicine, and a variety of energy systems. Microelectronics may also begin to utilize isotopic enrichment as highly enriched $^{28}$Si wafers have markedly increased thermal conductivity and electron transport characteristics over natural abundance silicon wafers. Moreover, isotopically-purified materials such as $^{28}$Si and $^{12}$C are growing interest due to their potential applicability to quantum information science computing platforms.

In the current paper, a new method is presented, which is based upon our prior studies of embedding atoms and molecules into ice as a function of selected translational energies. Specifically, in these prior studies it was shown that there is a very strong correlation between the projectile's incident momentum and the embedding probability as illustrated in Fig. 5 of Langlois et al. The new method is based upon isotope dependent embedding, i.e., capture, in a cryogenic matrix which exhibits excellent single-pass enrichment as demonstrated in this paper for selected isotopes of Xe. It is based upon exploiting the energetic and momentum barriers that need to be overcome in order to embed a given isotope or isotopologue into the capture matrix, initially amorphous ice. Using supersonic molecular beam techniques, we generated Xe atomic beams of controlled velocities, relatively narrow velocity distributions due to supersonic expansion, and with all of the entrained isotopes having identical velocities arising from the seeded molecular beam expansion – and consequently that the heavier isotopes entrained in the high Mach number beam strike the surface with higher momenta. As we had postulated, we find that the heavier isotope becomes preferentially absorbed, i.e., embedded, in the ice matrix. Herein we demonstrate the efficacy of this method by comparing the capture of $^{134}$Xe and $^{136}$Xe to the reference isotope, $^{129}$Xe. Enrichment of the heavier isotope in the capture matrix is demonstrated in this paper to be 1.2 for $^{134}$Xe and 1.3 for $^{136}$Xe higher than expected as compared to natural abundance. Note that enriched isotopic fractions can be collected from either the condensate or the reflected fraction depending on interest in either the heavier or lighter isotope, respectively. Cycling of these single-step enrichment events for all methods can lead to significantly higher levels of purification, and routes to scale-up can be realistically envisioned. This method holds significant promise to be quite general in applicability, including both atomic isotopes or molecular isotopologues across a wide range of particle masses spanning, essentially, the periodic table.

**Experimental**

These experiments were done using our group’s multiple-molecular-beam gas-surface scattering instrument; a schematic diagram is shown in Fig. 1. Independent beams of Xe and D$_2$O were produced in the first region, passed through a skimmer, and then several regions of differential pumping before entering the ultra-high-vacuum (UHV) chamber. They converged on a manipulator holding an unpolished, polycrystalline Ta plate that was rotatable so that the incident angle ($\theta_i$) was variable. (As is customary, all angles are measured from the surface normal.) The Ta plate was resistively heated and cooled with liquid nitrogen or liquid helium. The quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) resides in its own vacuum chamber. This is doubly-differentially-pumped and has entrance apertures that allows for a collection angle of $\sim 1^\circ$ FWHM. It can be rotated with respect to the Ta surface so that the detection angle ($\theta_f$) relative to the surface normal is variable. Ions for the QMS were created by an electron-bombardment ionizer.

The Xe beam’s incident intensity and velocity could be measured by lowering the sample plate and rotating the QMS so that its aperture was directly in line with the beam. The rotating mechanical chopper had small slots so that the beam velocity could be measured via time-of-flight techniques. For other experiments, the chopper had large slots so that when no longer spinning it could be positioned so that the beam was not blocked and a continuous exposure of the target surface was obtained.

A D$_2$O beam was produced by bubbling He at an absolute pressure of 300 torr through a room temperature reservoir containing the liquid and expanded through a 250 $\mu$m pinhole. D$_2$O was used since the mass 20 background in the detector was much lower than that of mass 18. The Xe beam was produced using a mixture of $\sim$1% or less of Xe in H$_2$ expanded through a 15 or 20 $\mu$m pinhole at 200 psig. The nozzle holding the pinhole
could be held at a temperature between 300 K and 625 K. This allowed for the production of Xe atoms with average velocities between $1.8 \times 10^3$ and $2.9 \times 10^3$ m s$^{-1}$. Some example velocity distributions which cover this velocity range are shown in Fig. 2. This shows that the velocity spreads of the beams were narrow enough as to allow us to make distinct embedding measurements. For the experiments described, we measured the quantity of three isotopes: 129, 134, and 136 with natural abundances of 26.4%, 10.44%, and 8.86% respectively.\textsuperscript{21} For any given supersonic beam conditions, the velocity distributions were the same for these three isotopes.

For all of the experiments, the temperature of the sample plate was held between 110 K and 125 K while being exposed to the $\text{D}_2\text{O}$ and Xe. At these temperatures, the condensed $\text{D}_2\text{O}$ forms non-porous amorphous solid water (ASW).\textsuperscript{22-24} Note, importantly, that during our previous experiments, we grew the ASW film, and then exposed it to the Xe beam. However, in these experiments we showed that the embedding rate is much higher initially, and subsequently falls off with continued exposure.\textsuperscript{15} In order to mitigate this issue for the experiments covered in this paper, we ran the $\text{D}_2\text{O}$ and Xe beams concurrently so that we were always exposing a fresh $\text{D}_2\text{O}$ surface to the incident seeded Xe beam. The procedure involved exposing the surface at $\theta_1 = 10^\circ$ for 45 minutes. Then, the amount of embedded Xe was measured using temperature programmed desorption (TPD). The sample plate was heated at a linear rate of 10 K min$^{-1}$, while consecutively monitoring the desorbing $\text{D}_2\text{O}$ signal and that of the three Xe isotopes at 1 second intervals. The $\text{D}_2\text{O}$ signal was checked to ensure the ice growth rate was consistent between experiments. An example of the TPD spectra for the three Xe isotopes is shown in Fig. 3. The peak at $\sim 160$ K occurs at the ASW–crystalline ice transition, which is where we saw most of the desorption in the previous experiments. The larger peak occurs where the $\text{D}_2\text{O}$ rate is greatest. The integrated intensity of each mass was used for determining the quantity of embedded Xe. Fig. 3 also shows the relative intensity of the $^{129}$Xe TPD spectra, normalized by the incident beam intensities, as a function of momentum for $^{129}$Xe.

We also wanted to perform null experiments to check the isotope ratios from the incident beam as determined by the detector. To measure the relative intensities of the Xe in the incident beam, the sample plate was heated to 250 K, and a mass spectrum of scattered Xe was taken with $\theta_1 = \theta_f = 45^\circ$. At this surface temperature, neither Xe or background water sticks to the surface. The angular intensity distribution of Xe from the relatively rough sample surface has a broad angular intensity distribution, and because of the low intensity could be taken at

---

**Fig. 2** Representative velocity distributions of the incident supersonic Xe beam for the range of velocities used to make the measurements. They demonstrate that the velocity distributions are narrow enough to make distinct embedding measurements.

**Fig. 3** Top panel: Thermal desorption spectra for the three Xe isotopes taken after a 45 minute exposure of the surface to $\text{D}_2\text{O}$ and Xe ($\langle v \rangle = 2.88 \times 10^3$ m s$^{-1}$ at $\theta_1 = 10^\circ$, with a linear ramp rate of 10 K min$^{-1}$ lower panel: relative TPD intensities, normalized by the incident beam intensities, as a function of momentum for $^{129}$Xe.
the same ionizer emission current as the TPD spectra, not possible with the straight through beam. As a check on this method, the surface was cooled with liquid helium, which allowed for the adsorption of Xe directly from the beam for a sufficient time to build up a many atom thick overlayer, based on the Xe TPD intensities from previous experiments. After a 45 minute exposure the ensuing Xe TPD gave the same ratios as that of the scattering measurements for the beam conditions used.

Results and discussion

Fig. 4 demonstrates how we envisioned the isotope separation is accomplished. The solid black line is the embedding probability versus incident momentum from Langlois et al. For any given beam conditions, the velocities of the three isotopes are the same. The figure also shows the embedding probabilities for the three isotopes at an incident velocity of \(2.44 \times 10^3\) m s\(^{-1}\), and the predicted increase in embedding probability for the heavier isotopes. Fig. 5 summarizes the principle results of the separation experiments. No attempt was made to measure the absolute flux of the incident Xe, so all of the data are given as a ratio of \(^{134}\text{Xe}\) and \(^{136}\text{Xe}\) signals to that of \(^{129}\text{Xe}\). For the range of velocities explored, this ratio is higher than expected for equal embedding probabilities; 1.2 for \(^{134}\text{Xe}\) and 1.3 for \(^{136}\text{Xe}\). This was calculated using the ratio of the average values of the signal from the heavier isotope to that of \(^{129}\text{Xe}\) determined from integrated TPD signals divided by the same ratio for the scattering measurements, which represent measured natural abundance. This range covers most of the momenta where our previous experiments have shown that the embedding probability is increasing.

Fig. 6 shows the comparison between the data presented in this paper and what was calculated from our prior universal curve for embedding in ASW. The findings are in excellent agreement with predictions based upon our previous results for the momentum dependence of the embedding. This is a key outcome, confirming that the momentum can be used to preferentially separate the heavier isotopes by embedding them into amorphous solid water.

These results confirm that isotopes entrained in a supersonic seeded beam can be enriched using preferential embedding in an amorphous ice capture matrix. The efficacy of this method has been demonstrated, with these experiments being based upon previous experiments from the Sibener group that indicated that atoms and molecules can be embedded into ice, and the embedding probability is strongly momentum dependent. These findings are in excellent agreement with our predictions based upon our previous results for the momentum dependence of the embedding.
Conclusions

In this paper, we present a novel way of enriching and separating isotopes. In previous experiments, the Sibener group demonstrated that atoms and molecules can be embedded into ice, and the embedding probability is strongly momentum dependent. With this in mind, we exposed amorphous solid water to atomic beams of xenon with different translational kinetic energies. With supersonic molecular beam techniques, beams with a narrow $\Delta v/v$ and velocities between $1.8 \times 10^3$ and $2.9 \times 10^3$ m s$^{-1}$ were produced. In these experiments, the relative intensities of three xenon isotopes were monitored: $^{129}$Xe, $^{134}$Xe, and $^{136}$Xe amu. In any beam, the velocities for these three isotopes were the same, and so their incident momenta difference was directly related to their individual masses. Over the range of velocities investigated, the two higher masses were indeed preferentially embedded relative to mass $^{129}$Xe. The ratios of $^{134}$Xe and $^{136}$Xe to $^{129}$Xe showed an increase of 1.2–1.3× compared to natural abundance. This was in good agreement with our previous results for the momentum dependence of the embedding. Besides possible technological uses, it might be a consideration for the relative abundances of isotopes in different parts of the universe.25
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